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NOTES ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE
LANGDON HILLS, ESSEX.

\VITH REPORT OF EXCURSION, MAY 6TH, T922.

By S. W. WOOLDRIDGE, B.SC., F.G.S., AND HERBERT C.
BERDINNER, Directors of the Excursion.

THE party proceeded southward from Laindon Station
over the flank of the Langdon Hills to West Lee Hall,

where a pit in the Lower Bagshot Sands was inspected and a
brief discussion took place on the relation of the Bagshot Pebble
Bed to the Pebble Gravel. On the way eastward to Vange,
magnificent views across the Thames estuary to Sheppey and
the North Downs were enjoyed. On arrival at Vange Hall the
party examined a good section in beds of Claygate facies resting
on London Clay with fossiliferous septaria. There were indica
tions of shallow Roman excavations at the top of the pit. The
return was made from Pitsea station.

It has been apparent for some time that the outliers of
Bagshot Sand scattered over the London Clay tract in Essex need
re-examination. No systematic work has been done on these
beds since they were mapped and briefly described by the
Geological Survey.* They present, however, many points of
interest bearing on Eocene stratigraphy, and we shall here
attempt to indicate the conclusions to which we have been led
by an examination of some of the outliers.

The Langdon Hills and their neighbourhood provide material
for the discussion of many of the points we wish to emphasize.
Rising to a height of 385 feet O.D. from a low-lying London Clay
area, the main hill consists of an outlier of some 70 ft. of sandy
beds resting on London Clay. The lower part of this sandy series
should doubtless be classed with the London Clay, representing
passage beds such as have been called the Claygate Beds farther
west. It is difficult, if not impossible, to map these passage
beds: the line indicated by springs and by features corresponds
with the junction of a generally sandy series above with the
great mass of clay below. A thin capping of pebbles exists on
top of the outlier.

Between the main outlier and Vange are a number of small
sand patches, each capping a hill. Five such patches can be
distinguished, one at One Tree Hill, two near Hawkesbury Bush,
and two at Vange Hall.

The Lower Bagshot Sands as seen at West Lee Hall and
elsewhere on the main outlier, as well as at One Tree Hill, TOO

yards west of the road, comprise exceedingly fine-grained sands,
grey or brown in colour, associated in places with a little brown

• Jfem. Geol, Surv., vol, iv., 1872, pp. 320 et seq. The descriptions are repeated in the later
edition of 188g.
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loam. They show no current-bedding, indeed they are prac
tically unbedded as seen in small sections, and pipe-clay bands
are absent. Ferruginous casts of lamellibranchs resembling
Pedunculus and Cyprina have been found in certain layers, and
even where these are absent the beds locally have the appearance
of a decalcified shelly sand, the shapes of the shells being pre
served as casts in a scarcely compacted sandy clay.

Doubt has been expressed in the past as to whether the
Bagshot Sands of Essex are true Lower Bagshots. Monckton,*
referring to Prestwich'st description of green beds in the Bagshot
Sands of Brentwood, suggested that Bracklesham Beds were
there represented. If this were so it would follow that the Bagshot
Pebble Bed of Essex is equivalent to the pebble bed at the base
of the Upper Bagshot Sands in Surrey and Hampshire.
Whitakerj and H. B. Woodward§ have conclusively answered
these doubts, emphasizing among other things the existence of
the passage beds mentioned above, which ·clearly indicate the
Lower Bagshot age of the overlying sands.

Although, however, the Lower Bagshot age of these sands
has been fairly conclusively proved, it is not generally realized
that there was a definite reason for the doubts formerly expressed,
suggesting affinity with the Bracklesharn Beds. That reason
may be briefly stated thus-that the Lower Bagshot Sands,
while fluviatile or possibly estuarine in the west, show evidence
of marine conditions as they are traced east into Essex. Opinion
has varied as to the conditions under which the beds were de
posited. Prestwich] considered them marine, but Irving~i sup
ported a fluviatile or estuarine origin on grounds which must be
considered adequate. The latter author referred to the beds
in the main Bagshot tract where the sands are coarse and current
bedded, and contain layers of pipe-clay. Stamp** recently
accepted Irving's conclusion in regarding the Lower Bagshot
Beds as the ., continental" phase of the Ypresian cycle.

The range of the Lower Bagshot Beds from east to west
in the London basin (from near Hungerford to the Isle of Sheppey)
is about 100 miles, and if we adopt Stamp's view that the bulk
of the beds are fluviatile and estuarine we may still hope to find
signs of the incoming of marine conditions in the more easterly
outliers. It is, therefore, significant that the criteria relied on to·
prove fluviatile origin in the west fail in mid-Essex. West of a
line running N.S. through Brentwood, we have current-bedded
unfossiliferous sands. At Brentwood we encounter in its most
typical development the Bagshot Pebble Bed, while to the

• Nature, vol. xlii.; 1890, p. 1<)8. See also Irving, ibid., P. 222.
t Ovart . .lOUTH. Geol, Soc., vot. xlvi,, r goo, p. 152.
t "Geology of London," vol. i., Mall. Geol, SUTV., 1889, p, 267.
~ "The Geology of the London District," Mem, Geol, Surv., 190<), pp. 38-3fJ.
I Quart. [oum, Grot. Soc., vol. xlii., 1880, p. 171. 
'Ii Geol. Mag., I8g1, p. 357 .

•• Geot. Mag., vol. lviii., 1921, P. 194.
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east of the line the beds are of the type described at Laindon. It
is also significant that at two places east of Brentwood, marine
fossils have been found, at Mill Green by Monckton and Herries*
and at Laindon.] The lithology of the beds as described above
is further suggestive of marine origin. The thick-bedded char
acter of the sands and the absence of clay lamina; indicate that
sand and clay were precipitated together, which, since clay sub
stance is largely colloidal, can only occur in the presence of an
electrolyte which flocculates the clay. In fresh water the clay
grade (of which the sand in question contains a considerable
proportion) remains suspended at first, and settles down much
more slowly than the sand, thus producing a lamination.j

We would, therefore, suggest that the Bagshot Pebble Bed
is in the nature of a shingle-bank separating a fluvio-estuarine
from a marine facies. It seems to occupy a N .S. band running
through Essex; it does not occur at High Beech on the West or
at Rayleigh on the East. We have found no sign of it at Laindon,
but Mr. A. Wrigley informs us that he saw a few thin patches of a
flint gravel underlying the drift cap in a section which has since
disappeared.

It is noteworthy that the Pebble Bed contains some very
large flint pebbles-up to six inches in greatest diameter, and
that all the pebbles show the arcuate surface-cracking which
has been called" beach-noding" and considered as indicative
of marine origin. The pebbles too have a peculiar shape when
compared with those from other Tertiary pebble beds, being
commonly cylindrical rather than ovoid. This seems to imply
a predominance of a rolling over a sliding motion, but we hesitate
to draw any conclusions at present as to the value of this feature
as a criterion. of origin. Further evidence on the point is being
sought.

Turning to the beds of Claygate facies inspected by the
Association, 300 yards S.E. of Vange Hall, one point of interest
may be noted. I'he beds reproduce in detail the characters of
the Claygate Beds of Surrey. lxesting on London Clay, which
yields a few fossils including Rostcllaria Lucida, A starte sp. and
Satica sp., are bands of fairly coarse current-bedded sand al
ternating with bands of clay, identical in character with London
Clay. The clay bands become less prominent upwards and
finally die out altogether. There is also a striking similarity
between these beds and the Oldhavcn Beds seen in recent
sections at Boughton-under-Blean in the Faversham district.
Thus the Ypresian Beds provide a singularly complete and con
vincing example of a cycle of sedimentation comprising a thick
mass of clay passing both upwards and downwards into essen
tially similar sandy beds.

• If Geology of London." vol. i., pp. 266, 276.
t Dr. A. E. Salter, notes the presence of fossils at Laindon, but does not mention t he.r

nature, Proc. Gcot. .-1 ssoc. , vel. XX., H)07, p. lSI.

~ d. W. A. j obnston, [ourn, 0; CeDI., vel. x xx., I1j22, J1P. 1.24, 128-9.
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THE GRAVELS.

Thin grav el patches cap the Bagshot Sands of the Langdon
Hil!s and are exposed in lower sit uations as hill-wash. Com
p osed chiefly of Tertiary flint pebbles from I to 3 inches in
diam eter , the gravel also contains Lower GreensandChert and a
few small quartz pebbl es. The thickness of the deposit ap pear s
to be from 3 to 5 feet.

These gravels have been va riously classed. Th ey were
origi na lly mapped as Bagshot Pebble Bed. In a subsequent
dri ft edit ion of th e map t hey were transferred to th e catego ry
of .. plat eau gravels." In r888 :\Ir. Whitaker" expressed an
opinion that both Bagshot Pebb le Bed and Drift were present,
the former predomin a ting. Later Dr. Salte r] appears to have
regarded th e whole accum ulation as drift gravel and he pointed
out that it must have been derived from the Weald en area before
th e development of the Lower Tha mes Valley.

Our view is that th e gravels were carried down the northern
flank of the Weald th rough the notch which has since been
widened into the Medway Gap. Th e relation to this gap is very
strongly suggested by a st udy of th e map. As tending to confirm
the idea we may note th at the gra vel resting on London Clay
near Boughto n-unde r-Blea n (Kent) is similarly sit uated with
regar d to th e Stour Gap . Here, howe ver, Lower Greensand
Chert is missing, the gravel being compose d almost wholly of
flint . Thi s may be ascribed to the fact that the cherty facies
of the Hythe Beds is developed rou nd the Xledway Gap, but not
round the Sto ur Gap.

As regards age we consider it most in accord wit h facts to
refer thi s gravel to the Middle or Upper Pliocene. A Lower
Pliocene age seems inadmi ssible, since deposits of tha t age
should show a northerly t ilt du e to the subseq uent uplift along
the Weald en axis-a tilt which is clearly shown by the French and
Belgian Diest ia n beds. Tak ing the gravel at Lain don together
with ot hers of similar nat ure such as th ose at Rayleigh, Billcricay,
etc., no such tilt is discern ible.

On the ot her hand the gravels are clea rly Pre-Glacial. Den u
da tion had removed some 200 feet of Lond on Clay from parts of
the dist ric t before th e advance of the Chalky Boulder Clay ice
sheet .

Hen ce we Ie.I justified in assigning the beds to the lat ter
p art of Pliocene tim es.

• [" 0 ( . Gcol• .i ssoc , "01. x. , l l'i ~ R, P. 4:'9 .
t Pr uc, Gcct . .·JS S()( . , vo l, xx., ) <)(' 7, p. 1 ~ :! .




